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Abstract

More and more optical records have exhibited that multiple upward leaders (MULs) occur frequently on a structure in the

flash attachment process. An interesting issue is why a structure can continue to launch upward leader (UL) after the first

one appears. This phenomenon is analyzed in the present paper. Considering the influence of the leader behaviors on the

ambient electric field, an improved 3-D fine-resolution lightning attachment model with MULs is established to simulate cloud-

to-ground flash events with diverse leader spatial morphologies. The simulation results show that MULs may initiate almost

simultaneously or with an obvious delay and the variation range of UL length is large. From this, the flash events of lightning

terminating on a structure are divided into four scenarios and each scenario is analyzed. It can be found that the spatial

location of downward leader, the length and propagation direction of the first UL and the time interval from the inception of

the first UL to final jump significantly affect the electric fields at top corners of structure and further affect the inception of the

second UL. Based on qualitative analysis, four factors are proposed to explain why the above four scenarios happen.
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Abstract18

More and more optical records have exhibited that multiple upward leaders (MULs)19

occur frequently on a structure in the flash attachment process. An interesting issue is20

why a structure can continue to launch upward leader (UL) after the first one appears.21

This phenomenon is analyzed in the present paper. Considering the influence of the22

leader behaviors on the ambient electric field, an improved 3-D fine-resolution23

lightning attachment model with MULs is established to simulate cloud-to-ground24

flash events with diverse leader spatial morphologies. The simulation results show25

that MULs may initiate almost simultaneously or with an obvious delay and the26

variation range of UL length is large. From this, the flash events of lightning27

terminating on a structure are divided into four scenarios and each scenario is28

analyzed. It can be found that the spatial location of downward leader, the length and29

propagation direction of the first UL and the time interval from the inception of the30

first UL to final jump significantly affect the electric fields at top corners of structure31

and further affect the inception of the second UL. Based on qualitative analysis, four32

factors are proposed to explain why the above four scenarios happen.33

1 Introduction34

The physical mechanism of Could-to-ground (CG) lightning attachment to grounded35

structures is one of the most important issues in lightning physics research. It is36

generally assumed that the attachment process includes the inception and propagation37

of one upward leader (UL) or multiple upward leaders (MULs) and the final jump38

(Rakov & Uman, 2003; Tran & Rakov, 2017). As the downward leader (DL)39

approaches, the first upward leader (FUL) initiates from the structure when certain40

conditions are met. After that, FUL and DL continue to propagate tortuously, showing41

a variety of spatial morphologies. The second upward leader (SUL) can sometimes42

initiate from the same building but not always (e.g., Lu et al., 2012; Qi et al., 2021;43

Saba et al., 2017).44

Thanks to recent observation research, more details of leader propagation and45



connection have been captured, which is useful to improve our understanding of the46

attachment process (Lu et al., 2013; Stolzenburg et al., 2015; Tran et al., 2014; Wang47

et al., 2019). Besides, a number of photos and video recordings have proved the48

MULs occur frequently in CG lightning attachment process, which may initiate from49

the different structures or the same one (e.g., Lu et al., 2012; Qi et al., 2021; Saba et50

al., 2017). So why does a building sometimes launch MULs but sometimes only one51

UL? Regrettably, previous studies have yet to answer this question. Due to optical52

instrumentation is hard to identify the UL with shorter length and lower luminosity,53

the UL must develop to a visible length to be captured, which results in few images54

documenting the moment when the UL is triggered. Therefore, it is laborious to55

answer the above question only through optical data.56

Based on the observational facts, various models have been established to study the57

electrification and discharge process. At present, there are two main types of lightning58

leader models for simulation of the attachment process, the physical model and the59

stochastic model. Several scholars used physical models which take into account60

complex factors, such as induced charge and corona region, to analyze the61

micro-physical process of UL inception (e.g., Aleksandrov et al., 2001; Bazelyan et al.,62

2009; Becerra & Cooray, 2006). As confirmed by researchers, the inception of FUL63

goes through a sequence of processes including glow corona, streamer, and64

streamer-to-leader transition. Such models can reproduce the microscopic process of65

initial discharge in detail, while the DLs simulated by most physical models are66

branches and the UL always extends toward to DL without bending. In reality, DL and67

FUL always exhibit complex spatial morphologies (e.g., Lu et al., 2012; Qi et al.,68

2019). Zhou et al. (2021) studied the effects of the UL on electromagnetic fields for69

lightning striking to tall towers. And Cooray et al. (2010) presented the effect of the70

competition between multiple leaders. Given this, we believe the leader behaviors in71

attachment process should not be ignored because it is one of the important factors72

affecting the SUL inception.73



The stochastic model which was extended from the dielectric breakdown model by74

Mansell et al. (2002) and later improved by many researchers (e.g., Iudin et al., 2017;75

Tan et al., 2006), has been widely used to investigate the intracloud lightning (e.g.,76

Riousset et al., 2007; Tao et al., 2009). In recent years, an improved stochastic model77

for CG flash has been presented by Jiang et al. (2020) to analyze the distribution of78

lightning strike points influenced by tall structures. The stochastic model simulates79

only the macroscopic properties of discharge channels and does not deal with the80

microscopic processes of breakdown. While a significant advantage of stochastic81

model is that it is capable of producing branched DL channel and tortuous nature of82

leaders (Mansell et al., 2002). For this reason, most scholars who applied stochastic83

models were focusing more on leader behaviors or lightning structures (Iudin et al.,84

2017; Syssoev et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2021), and this is an important reason why the85

stochastic model is chosen to research the inception of SUL in this paper. Limited by86

the simulation efficiency, existing stochastic models can hardly satisfy both 3-D and87

fine-resolution simulation needs. But we all know that the 3-D models can produce88

more realistic lightning discharges to a certain degree and space resolution is an89

important factor affecting the simulation accuracy of the tip electric field at grounded90

structures (Tan et al., 2014a). Both of them affect the simulation results of the CG91

flashes. Therefore, improving the space resolution as much as possible in a larger 3-D92

simulated domain is an important trend in model development.93

This paper is interested in whether a SUL can initiate from the same structure after the94

FUL occurs. Considering the impact of leader behaviors on the ambient electric field,95

an improved 3-D fine-resolution CG lightning attachment model with MULs is96

established. We utilize this model to simulate the development and attachment process97

of leaders under the influence of a single structure and find relevant factors to explain98

the reasons for the inception of one or more ULs from a structure.99

2 Model description100

The GPU parallel computing technology which shows the surprising capability to101



speed up iterative tasks makes the 3-D fine-resolution simulation in a larger domain102

possible. Using CPU serial algorithm and GPU parallel algorithm, an improved 3-D103

fine-resolution Lightning Attachment Model with MULs (LAMM) is established104

based on the stochastic discharge parameterization scheme (Dul’zon et al., 1999;105

Jiang et al., 2020; Mansell et al., 2002; Tan et al., 2014b). LAMM is suitable for106

studying the influence of leader/lightning spatial morphology or the impact of107

grounded-objects on discharge in the near-ground domain during the attachment108

process. The domain size and space resolution in LAMM can be adjusted freely109

according to requirements of research, taking into account running time and memory110

limit. As shown in Figure 1, one or more structures with any sizes are allowed to be111

placed anywhere on the ground, and each of them may initiate one or more upward112

leaders. The detailed introduction of LAMM is as follows:113

2.1 The propagation of DL114

LAMM simulates the negative CG flashes which are most common in flash events115

(Rakov & Uman, 2003). Considering this article is dedicated to studying the UL116

inception in the lightning attachment process, the LAMM does not simulate the117

discharge process in the thunderstorm, but sets an initial downward-moving leader118

whose length is 25m at a random location at the top of the simulation domain with an119

initial potential of -25MV, which is similar to the assumption in Jiang et al. (2020),120

Mazur et al. (2000).121

The leader channel is treated as a conductor with internal electric field of 500V/m122

(Mansell et al., 2002; Tan et al., 2006). And LAMM simulates the macroscopic123

extension of DL as a step-by-step stochastic process (Jiang et al., 2020; Mansell et al.,124

2002; Tan et al., 2014b; Wang et al., 2016). In observations of lightning propagation,125

since Biagi et al. (2009) presented the first high-speed video images of space126

stems/leaders, more and more high-speed video cameras have captured many space127

stems/leaders around the DL channel during the development of DL (e.g., Biagi et128

al.,2014; Hill et al., 2011). Some of them connected to the leader channel and made129



transition to the part of lightning, others made connection to DL briefly and then died130

off (Biagi et al., 2014; Qi, et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2019). Referring to the131

observations, we believe that the DL channel points will disappear if there are no new132

extensions connected to them for a long time. Therefore, after each new extension of133

DL, LAMM cuts off the channel points that have been stagnant from all existing134

channel points and their effect on the ambient electric field disappears as they pass off.135

After identifying all continuously channel points, the potential gradients between136

them and ambient grid points are recomputed. Since propagation threshold proposed137

by researchers is about 100-500kV/m (Mansell et al., 2002; Tan et al., 2006; Iudin et138

al., 2017), the next channel point is selected randomly from all possible new139

extensions for which the potential gradient is larger than the propagation threshold of140

220kV/m. And the probability of choosing a new extension is given by the141

formulation in (Mansell et al., 2002).142

In Figure 1, the DL channel points which died out during the discharge are shown in143

purple, and those that propagate continuously are shown in blue. Unfortunately,144

compared to the model developed by Syssoev et al. (2020) or by Iudin et al. (2017),145

LAMM can only crudely reproduce the decay of channel points from a macroscopic146

perspective, which is somewhat simplistic. But it can effectively prevent too many147

lighting branches from being generated and make structure immersed in a reasonable148

electric field produced by DL to a certain extent.149



Figure 1. The 3-D plot of a CG lightning simulated by LAMM. The structures are150

represented by the black rectangles. The red dot at the top of domain denotes the151

random initial position of the DL. The vertical black segment at the top denotes the152

initial segment of the DL. DL channel points which died out during the discharge are153

shown in purple, and the lightning channel points that propagate continuously are154

shown in blue. The red lines denote ULs. The black segment at the end of the DL155

channel denotes the final jump. The legends of the following 3-D plots of CG flashes156

are the same as this figure legend and show the eventually DL channel existing in the157

domain.158

2.2 Initiation and propagation of MULs159

Although the LAMM does not include cloud model, it retains the background electric160

field produced by the thundercloud to a certain extent. The same as Jiang et al. (2020),161

the background electric field strength at the ground and the top boundary is set at162

-5kV/m and -90kV/m, respectively, with the increasing trend among them by referring163

to the previous measurements of the electric field underneath a thundercloud at164

particular heights (Biagi et al., 2011; Chauzy et al., 1991). Consistent with optical165

photos (Lu et al., 2012; Qi et al., 2019), LAMM allows MULs to initiate166

simultaneously or with a delay from different structures or the same one. The leader167

initiation threshold is generally considered to be around 200-500kV/m (Becerra et al.,168

2008; Gurevich & Zybin, 2001; Mazur et al., 2000; Petrov et al., 2003). Therefore,169

after updating electric potential at each grid point in time, the LAMM searches the170

grid points on the structure surface and the ground that meet the UL initiation171

threshold of 250kV/m. And the new extension of UL is chosen randomly from the172

grid points above the tip of the existing UL channel, with the probability for choosing173

a particular direction depending on the potential gradient. Since most images recorded174

the UL without obvious branches in the near ground region (e.g., Krider & Ladd,175

1975; Saba et al., 2017; Warner, 2010), the new extension of UL can only extend from176

the existing UL tip. Like the DL extension, the electric fields at all grid points in the177

domain need to be recalculated after each extension of UL. In this way, the tortuous178



development of one or more ULs with diverse leader behaviors can be produced. It is179

worth noting that the step-by-step stochastic scheme is applied to the propagation180

process each leader (including DL and each UL) independently, that is, the positive181

and negative leaders may extend simultaneously and MULs propagate at the same182

time.183

2.3 The speed ratio and connection of DL and UL184

In general, the average velocity of DL is greater than the velocity of UL in the same185

CG lightning (e.g., Saba et al., 2017; Yokoyama et al., 1990). Since no timescale is186

assumed for the discharge development in LAMM, the speed of positive and negative187

leaders similar to observational records cannot be calculated. However, previous188

studies (e.g., Arevalo & Cooray, 2009; Becerra & Cooray, 2008; Petrov &189

D'Alessandro, 2002) have confirmed the leader speed affects the development of190

leaders and thus the attachment process. For this reason, even if the speed cannot be191

reproduced well, it cannot be omitted. Laboratory experiments on long rod-rod air192

gaps show that the ratio of the initial velocity of a positive upward leader to that of a193

negative downward leader is about 1 : 4 (Chernov et al., 1991; Petrov et al., 1994).194

And Saba et al. (2017) recorded the speed ratio of 2.3, 3.1, and 4.8 from three CG195

flash events. From that, we set the speed ratio of DL to UL is 4:1 (Jiang et al., 2020;196

Petrov & D'Alessandro, 2002), that is, when DL propagates four steps, UL propagates197

one step. The sequence in which channel segments (steps) are added can be198

considered a kind of time ordering, and it is used to indirectly reflect time in this199

paper. In addition, to simulate two basic leader connection scenarios (‘tip-to-tip’ and200

‘DL’s tip to UL’s lateral surface’) observed by (Lu et al., 2013, 2016), the potential201

gradient between the DL tip and each channel point of UL is calculated after each new202

extension. If the attachment threshold of 500kV/m is met (Becerra & Cooray, 2008;203

Dellera & Garbagnati, 1990; Jiang et al., 2020), the DL tip is connected to the UL204

channel.205

2.4 Method of improving computational efficiency206



In LAMM, the continuous-space is discretized into numerous grid points. The ground,207

structures, leader channel, and upper boundary of the simulation domain are defined208

to satisfy the Dirichlet boundary condition. The side boundary of the simulation209

domain satisfies the Neumann boundary condition. Calculating electric field in all210

directions for each grid point, that is, solving Poisson’s equation with particular211

boundary conditions, is the most time-consuming portion of the simulation process.212

However, simulating a 3-D fine-resolution CG flash attachment process in a larger213

domain means it has to calculate the electric fields of tens of millions of grid points. If214

only using traditional CPU serial algorithm, the computational efficiency is very low.215

To solve this problem, our model adopts GPU parallel computing, which enables to216

perform several tasks at once instead of one-by-one like a CPU needs to, to accelerate217

electric field calculation. In order to run smoothly on the GPU, a slight modification is218

made to remove the data dependency in the iterative process. However, in the219

lightning numerical model, except the code portions related to electric field220

calculation, there is massive code involving loops etc. Such code is executed on the221

CPU, because it slows down the GPU. Combining CPU serial algorithm and GPU222

parallel algorithm significantly boosts the computational efficiency of numerical223

simulation. In LAMM, this method is used as follows: After each new extension of224

leader, the electric fields at all grid points in domain are recalculated on the GPU and225

then the updated electric field data are transferred to the CPU for further processing.226

Repeat this process to extend the leader channel.227

3 Simulation Results228

To discuss the effect of leader’s spatial behaviors on UL initiation, 300 CG flash229

simulations are performed by using LAMM. The simulation domain is 1000m×230

1000m× 1500m, which is discretized using 5m× 5m× 5m equidistant grids. A231

300m-height structure with a length and width of 50m is placed in the middle of232

ground. The simulation results of four CG lightnings are shown in Figure 2.233



DL, initiating from a random position at 1500m height, may propagate downward in234

any direction. The simulated lightning channels exhibit diverse spatial morphologies,235

such as DL with only one main channel (Figures 2a and 2b) or DL with multiple236

noticeable branches (Figures 2c and 2d). Both main channel and branches zigzag237

toward the ground, which resemble actual CG flashes (e.g., Lu et al., 2012; Qi et al.,238

2019; Tran et al., 2014). As DL approaches, the structure may launch one UL (Figures239

2c and 2d) or MULs (Figures 2a and 2b). And most ULs initiate from top corners of240

the structure due to electric field intensification by the tips of structure (Bermudez et241

al., 2001; Motoyama et al., 1996; Tan et al., 2014a). In a few cases, the lightning242

strikes the side of structure or ground, such events are not discussed in this paper.243

Once UL occurs, it zigzag upwards without bifurcation. Although the overall UL244

channel tends to be toward the DL because of the attraction between positive and245

negative leaders, the propagation direction of UL may change several times in a flash246

event (Figures 2b, 2c and 2d), which is similar to the development of leaders recorded247

by cameras (Qi et al., 2019; Saba et al., 2017; Warner, 2010). When the final jump248

condition is reached, LAMM can reproduce two basic leader connection scenarios249

documented in the optical data, namely, the tip of DL to the tip of upward connecting250

leader (Figures 2a, 2c and 2d) and the DL’s tip to the lateral surface of UL (Figure 2b)251

(Lu et al., 2013, 2016). From the simulation results, we believe that LAMM is252

reasonable and has advantages in studying the leader behaviors during the attachment253

process because it can simulate a wide various structures of leaders and successfully254

reproduce the tortuous development of leaders.255

This paper focuses on whether the SUL can be triggered after FUL occurs. Therefore,256

only the flash events with one or two ULs are considered (The MULs mentioned later257

represent two ULs). We analyzed all CG lightning events with MULs, and found the258

length of FUL and SUL may be similar or significantly different in a concrete event,259

which depends on whether positive leaders initiate almost simultaneously or with an260

obvious delay. For example, in Figure 2a, SUL initiates after FUL extends 4 steps,261

while in Figure 2b the SUL does not occur until FUL propagates 68 steps. Similar262



lightning events have been observed by several investigators (Lu et al., 2012; Qi et al.,263

2019). For an in-depth study, the simulated results of DL terminating on a structure264

are divided into the following four scenarios: A, FUL and SUL with similar lengths265

initiate almost simultaneously (Figure 2a); B, SUL is triggered much later than FUL,266

causing the length of MULs to be quite different (Figure 2b); C, a single UL with267

short length occurs on structure (Figure 2c); D, the structure launches only one268

long-length UL (Figure 2d). Note that if the length of UL is more than 300m, which is269

the height of the structure, we consider a long-length UL is generated. The number of270

samples for each situation is shown in Table 1.271

Figure 2. Simulation Results: (a) A case of scenario A, FUL from corner NO2 and272

SUL from corner NO1 almost initiate simultaneously. The flash attachment process273

exhibits the connection of the DL’s tip to the UL’s tip. (b) A case of scenario B, SUL274



appearing on corner NO2 is triggered much later than the FUL appearing on corner275

NO3. The flash attachment process exhibits the connection of the DL’s tip to the276

lateral surface of UL. (c) A case of scenario C, a single short-length UL is triggered. A277

flash strikes the structure with a tip-to-tip attachment. (d) A case of scenario D, a278

single long-length UL is triggered. A flash strikes the structure with a tip-to-tip279

attachment. In this paper, a UL whose length is more than 300m is considered a280

long-length UL. NO1~NO4 are the four top corners of the structure with spatial281

coordinates (475,475,1500)、(475,525,1500)、(525,525,1500)、(525,475,1500). In each282

3-D plot, the viewing angle is adjusted to better show the simulation results. The283

details are the same as in Figure 1.284

Table 1. Number of Samples for Each Situation in 300 CG Flash Simulations285

4 Discussion286

Recently, more and more published lightning photographs show MULs emanating287

from a single structure (e.g., Lu et al., 2012; Qi et al., 2021; Saba et al., 2017).288

Although the inception of MULs is caused by many factors, a general consensus is289

that the electric field that meets particular conditions is a prerequisite for UL initiation.290

Based on physical models, scientists determined the electric field by simulating the291

microscopic discharge process, involving factors such as the space charges and corona292

region (Aleksandrov et al., 2001; Bazelyan et al., 2009; Becerra & Cooray, 2006).293

Compared with physical models, LAMM simplifies the microscopic processes of294

breakdown. While it can simulate the macroscopic properties of discharge channels295

and well exhibit the influence of leader spatial morphology on electric field, which is296

this paper focus on. We admit that LAMM is somewhat simplistic to obtain the297

initiation threshold, but it is not a fatal flaw for our research purpose. The following298

sections discuss the inception of MULs.299

Total
Lightning strikes the structure Lightning

strikes the
ground

Two ULs Only one UL More than
two ULsScenario A Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D

300 48 75 65 41 9 62



4.1 A case study300

An example of scenario B is analyzed as follows. Figure 3a depicts the development301

of leaders in 3D simulated domain and its 2D projection onto the x-y plane. From302

Figure 3a, it can be seen that the DL channel is irregular and its spatial location is303

asymmetrical with respect to the structure. As DL propagates, FUL appears on corner304

NO2 and then extends zigzag upward. Due to the tortuous development of FUL, it305

behaves differently for different top corners. For corners NO3 and NO4, it continues306

to extend away from them. While for the corner NO1 where SUL occurs, FUL first307

extends away until FUL tip is 82.5m horizontally from it and then bents toward to308

corner NO1 until FUL tip is 51.5m horizontally from it, after that, FUL propagates309

away from corner NO1 again (see Figure 3a). In this case, the total length of the FUL310

is 527.5m, which is within length values of upward connecting leaders range from311

180 to 818m observed by Gao et al. (2014). When the FUL length is 442.5m, SUL312

initiates from corner NO1.313

During the development of leaders, the electric field changes at four top corners of314

structure as shown in Figure 3b. Note that the absolute value of the electric field is its315

magnitude and the sign represents its direction. In this paper, the direction of electric316

field produced by DL is taken as positive. As displayed in Figure 3b, in the initial317

stage of DL propagation (about the first 500 steps), the electric fields increase slowly318

and there is little difference in electric fields at four corners. As DL gradually319

approaches the structure, the electric fields at all top corners increase rapidly and the320

difference in value becomes more and more significant. The electric field at corner321

NO2 increases at the fastest rate and first reaches the UL initiation threshold. After322

FUL initiates from corner NO2, the electric fields at remaining corners exhibit diverse323

changes under the combined influence of FUL and DL. In Figure 3b, the electric field324

at NO1 first increases followed by decreasing, and then it increases again to the325

initiation threshold. The electric field at NO4 increases slowly, and the electric field at326

NO3 even decreased. In fact, changes in electric field are not accidental, but are327

closely related to the spatiotemporal evolution of the leaders (e.g., Jiang et al., 2015;328



Visacro et al., 2017). So what causes the electric fields to exhibit such complex329

changes?330

To answer this question, we divided simulated CG flash event into two stages as331

marked in Figure 3b, and searched for factors that affect the electric fields at corners332

in each stage. In the first stage, only DL develops whose location is asymmetric to top333

corners of the structure. Figure 3c shows the variation of ���� versus the DL334

propagation steps, where ���� is defined as the weighted distance between the DL335

and top corners of the structure, which is given by336

���� =
�=1

�

�� �� − �� 2 + (�� − ��)2 + (�� − ��)2 (1)�

Where (�� , �� , ��) is the location of the � -th DL channel point in 3-D coordinate337

system and (�� , �� , ��) is the location of �-th top corner (�=1,2,3,4). � represents338

the number of existing DL channel points. �� is the weight of � -th channel point,339

which is given by �� =
1500−��
1500−ℎ

for the following reason: In a 3-D simulation domain340

whose top is 1500m-height, the channel point that appears at a higher altitude (�� )341

means it has less impact on the electric fields at the top corners. And ℎ is the structure342

height (300m in this paper). By qualitatively comparing the electric field change (see343

Figure 3b) and weighted distance ���� (see Figure 3c), a close relationship between344

the two can be found. That is, a smaller value of ���� results in a more rapidly345

increasing electric field and the greater difference in ���� leads to the greater346

difference in electric fields produced by DL. For this reason, as the electric fields at347

the top corners increase at unequal rates, the difference in electric fields caused by DL348

spatial location may already be significant by the time FUL initiates (see Figure 3b).349

Once FUL is triggered, the second stage begins. At this stage, the electric fields at350

remaining corners (NO1, NO3, NO4) is the superposition of the electric field351

produced by DL, the electric field produced by FUL (defined as EFUL) and352



background electric field which is constant in LAMM. As suggested by Cooray et353

al.(2010), the presence of a small advantage for the growth of a FUL from one corner354

may drastically reduce the ability of other corners to launch successful SUL. Thence,355

it is necessary to analyze the behavior of FUL. Unlike the DL with multi-branches,356

the length and propagation direction of a single-branch FUL can be clearly obtained in357

simulation work. The blue line in Figure 3d plots the electric field at corner NO1358

produced by FUL (EFUL) versus the FUL length. As shown in Figure 3d, FUL359

produces the electric field EFULwhose direction is opposite to that of the electric field360

caused by DL, and its magnitude increases with FUL length. This result is similar to361

Zhou et al. (2021). Considering the propagation direction of FUL changes several362

times, we calculated the distance of each FUL channel point from a corner with the363

second fastest increasing electric field, which is defined by364

�( � )��� = �� − �' 2 + (�� − �')2 + (�� − �')2 (2)365

Where (�� , �� , ��) is the location of the �-th FUL channel point in 3-D coordinate366

system and (�' , �' , �') is the location of the corner with the second fastest increasing367

electric field (corner NO1 in this case). As �(�)��� displayed by the red line in368

Figure 3d, FUL firstly extends 13 steps away from corner NO1, and then propagates369

11 steps toward corner NO1 before extending away from corner NO1 again. This370

result is consistent with FUL behaviors presented in Figure 3a, so the factor �(�)���371

is used to indirectly show the FUL propagation direction relative to a particular corner.372

According to the propagation direction of FUL, the variation of electric field EFUL is373

divided into three phases as shown in Figure 3d. Linear fitting has been performed in374

each phase to obtain the electric field change rates K1 to K3. The result shows absolute375

value of K2 is significantly larger than absolute values of K1 and K3, which means the376

EFUL increases more faster when FUL extends close to the NO1 than that when FUL377

extends away from it. From the above analysis, it can be inferred that the electric field378

caused by FUL varies with its length and its propagation direction.379

In this section, we divided the CG flash event into two stages and found the electric380



fields at top corners is related to the weighted distance from DL channel to top381

corners ���� , the FUL’s length and its propagation direction. In sections 4.2 and 4.3,382

we will try to explain the reasons for a structure to launch only one UL or MULs383

based on these factors.384

385

Figure 3. A case study: (a) A 3-D CG flash event with two ULs and its 2D projection386

onto the x-y plane. DL initiates at a location with spatial coordinate (265, 585, 1500),387

and two turning points in the FUL development process are marked on x-y plane. The388

details are the same as in Figure 1. (b) The variation of electric field at four top389

corners with DL propagation, NO1~NO4 represent the four top corners of the390

structure marked in Figure 3a. (c) The weight distance between DL and four top391

corners ( ����) varies with DL propagation, NO1~NO4 represent the four top corners392

of the structure as marked in Figure 3a. (d) The blue line denotes the variation of393

electric field produced by FUL (EFUL ) at corner NO1 with the length of FUL before394

SUL occurs. The red line denotes the �(�)��� at each FUL step before SUL occurs,395



which indirectly shows the propagation direction of FUL. The purple and the green396

dashed lines respectively represent two moments at which the propagation direction397

of FUL significantly changes, corresponding to the two turning points in Figure 3a.398

The variation of EFUL is divided into three phases according to the propagation399

direction of FUL. And K1 to K3 are the electric field change rates in each phase. For400

definition details of ���� and �(�)��� see formulas (1) and (2).401

4.2 The first stage: only DL propagates402

Since the tortuous nature of DL and spatial asymmetry of DL relative to the structure403

causing different places of a structure almost never experience the same electric field404

at the same time, the electric fields at top corners increase at unequal rates.405

Considering that the amount of DL channel points varies from flash to flash, �� ��� is406

defined as the difference in the average weighted distance between DL to the corners407

with the fastest and the second fastest increasing electric field, which is given by:408

����� =
1
�
����(1) − ����(2) (3)

Where ����(1) and ����(2),calculated by equation (1), corresponding the electric409

fields at the fastest and second fastest increasing rates in the same CG flash event,410

respectively. � is the number of DL channel points in a CG flash simulation. Figure 4411

depicts the distribution of ����� in the four scenarios mentioned in section 3.412

Obviously, the ����� in the flash events with MULs (Scenarios A and B) is smaller413

than ����� in the flash events with only one UL (Scenarios C and D), and this414

difference is especially noticeable in scenarios A and D. From this, it can be inferred415

that if the ����� is small, the structure has a higher probability of launching MULs416

than occurring one UL. When ����� is less than 0.8m, we consider after FUL initiates,417

the SUL will appear on the structure sooner or later (a 3.45% error). If ����� is too418

large, that is, ����� exceeds a critical value of 4m in a CG flash simulation, it is419



considered that only one UL can initiate from a 300-m-tall structure (a 4.89% error).420

Figure 4. The difference in the average weighted distance between DL to the corners421

with the fastest and second fastest increasing electric field (����� ) in four scenarios.422

The purple and green lines represent the critical values of ����� of 0.8m and 4m,423

respectively. For definition details see formula (3).424

Two cases (see Figure 5) where ����� ≤ 0.8� and ����� ≥ 4� are taken as425

examples to explain one of the situations where one UL and MULs occur. In Figure426

5a, a ����� value of 0.41m indicates that there is little difference in the increasing rates427

of electric fields at corner NO1 and corner NO2. After FUL initiates from corner NO1,428

it only needs DL to continue to produce a small positive electric field at corner NO2429

to meet the UL initiation threshold. This is easy for DL that is approaching, so the430

SUL will appear sooner or later. In Figure 5b, a �����value of 5.91m means the great431

difference in the positive electric field changes at corners NO3 and NO4 produced by432

DL. Therefore, after FUL appears on corner NO3, it needs DL to continuously433

produce a quite large positive electric field at corner NO4. What is even more434

unfavorable for the SUL inception is that the reverse electric field is continuing to435

intensify with the extension of FUL. Therefore, it is very difficult for the electric field436

at corner NO4 to reach the UL initiation threshold, resulting in only one UL appearing.437

Note that the critical values of 0.8-m and 4-m are calculated under certain conditions.438



If the simulation conditions are changed, critical values should be updated, but we439

believe that the distance difference ����� is always one of the important factors440

affecting the initiation of upward leaders during the flash attachment process.441

As mentioned above, when ����� ≤ 0.8� or ����� ≥ 4�, some CG flash events with442

MULs (some cases of scenarios A and B) or one UL (some cases of scenarios C and D)443

can be identified using the factor �����. But when 0.8m < ����� < 4�, only the factor444

����� is not enough because four scenarios may occur as revealed in Figure 4. Actually,445

even though the effect of DL (�����) is similar for some corners, electric field changes446

at these corners may exhibit the opposite trend in the second stage. For example (see447

Figure 5a), the electric field at corners NO3 and NO4 increases at almost the same448

rate in the first stage, while in the second stage, the electric field at corners NO3449

increases (green line) but the electric field at corner NO4 decreases (black line). A450

similar result is also shown by corners NO1 and NO3 in Figure 7c. Such cases451

indicate the same FUL may have a quite different effect on electric fields at different452

corners in the second stage. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out research on leader453

behaviors in the second stage.454

Figure 5. Electric field change at four top corners with DL extension in two examples455

of the flash events with one and two ULs determined by only factor ����� . (a) A case456



where ����� = 0.41� and MULs occur. (b) An case where ����� = 5.91� and only a457

single UL occurs. A portion of the 3-D plots corresponding to the electric field458

changes are shown in the black boxes on the left, respectively. The legends of 3-D459

plots are the same as that of Figure 1 and the viewing angle is adjusted to better show460

the simulation results.461

4.3 The second stage: FUL and DL coexist462

Once the structure launches the FUL, the second stage begins, in which FUL and DL463

coexist. Two factors ��� and ���� defined based on the analysis in section 4.1 are464

used to characterize the impact of DL and FUL, respectively, as follows:465

��� = (
1
4�

�=1

4

����� )−1 (4)

Where ���� of four top corners are given by equation (1) and � is the number of466

existing DL channel points. The formula 1
4� �=1

4 ����� represents the weighted467

distance from the overall lightning channel to the structure, which is inversely468

correlated with the electric fields at top corners (see section 4.1). Hence, the above469

formula is transformed to its inverse proportional function as shown in equation (4).470

Considering that the electric field produced by FUL is affected by its length and471

direction, ���� is given by:472

���� =
�=1

�
��

�( � )���
� (5)

Where �� is the length of new FUL channel segment at the �-th step and � is the473

number of current FUL channel points. �(�)��� given by equation (2) is the distance474

from FUL to the corner with second fastest increasing electric field. The larger the475

value of ��� or ���� , the greater the impact of DL or FUL on electric fields at top476

corners. It is clear from Figure 6 that the ��� and ���� in scenarios A and D are477

significant differences from that in other scenarios. ��� is the largest in scenario A,478

the smallest in scenario D, and the opposite is true for ����.479



Figure 6. The distribution of two factors in four scenarios. (a) ��� , which represents480

the effect of DL on the electric fields at the top corners. (b) ����, which represents the481

effect of FUL on the electric field at the corner with the second fastest increasing rate482

before FUL occurs. For definition details see formulas (4) and (5).483

Two examples as shown in Figures 7a and 7d are taken to explain scenario A and484

scenario D. In Figure 7a, a very small ����� (see Figure 4) leads to the electric fields485

at corner NO1 and corner NO2 increase at almost the same rate in the first stage. In486

the second stage, the DL which is close to a structure (see Figure 6a) produces a great487

positive electric field, causing the electric field at corner NO1 to exceed the UL488

initiation threshold after FUL extends only a few steps (Scenario A). During this489

period, the effect of FUL is weak (see Figure 6b). While in Figure 7d, DL is far away490

from the structure, the impact of DL on electric fields at top corners is weak (see491

Figure 6a). Meanwhile, since the UL has to propagate a large distance towards the492

distant DL in order to connect to it, a long-length FUL produces a great reverse493

electric field (see Figure 6b). Thence, after FUL occurs on corner NO4, the electric494

fields at other corners decrease and have no chance to reach UL initiation threshold as495

shown in Figure 7d, resulting in a single long-length UL occurring on the structure496

(Scenario D).497



Figure 7. Variation of electric fields at the top corners with DL extension in four498

examples corresponding to the four scenarios. (a) A case of scenario A. (b) A case of499

scenario B. (c) A case of scenario C. (d) A case of scenario D. Legends are the same500

as those of Figure 5.501

However, it is still hard to explain why MULs occur in scenario B but only a single502

UL occurs in scenario C, because the factors of ��� and ���� are similar (see Figure503

6), and the difference in ����� (see Figure 4) is not sufficient to identify the two504

scenarios well. Therefore, we further analyzed the electric field changes at the top505

corners in scenarios B and C in the second stage. It can be found that although the506

electric field at corners without FUL may increase or decrease in the first few steps of507

DL propagation, the electric fields at some corners in both scenarios eventually tend508

to increase (see the examples in Figures 7b and 7c). We suggest one possible reason509

as follows: when FUL has developed only a few steps, neither DL nor UL has a510

commanding influence on the electric field changes at top corners in scenarios B and511



C. While, since the average propagation speed of DL is faster than that of UL’s (Saba512

et al., 2017; Yokoyama et al., 1990), DL will gradually gain dominance as it continues513

to extend downward, causing the electric fields at some top corners to increase. Hence,514

in a sense, the SUL can be triggered if there is sufficient time for electric field to515

increase in scenarios B and C. Unfortunately, time is limited because the occurrence516

of final jump breaks the increasing trend of electric field. Thus, we believe the time517

interval from FUL initiation to final jump, which is represented by ����� , is also a518

critical factor. Since there is no realistic time in LAMM, the ����� is defined by the519

number of steps the FUL propagates from its inception to final jump. As shown in520

Figure 8, the time interval in scenario B is significantly longer than that in scenario C.521

This indicates the final jump occurs more slowly in scenario B, which allows the522

electric field to have enough time to increase to UL inception threshold, thereby523

initiating SUL. While in scenario C, the positive leader is connected to the negative524

leader soon after FUL occurs. Thence, even if the electric field has a trend of525

increasing, it is too late to reach the initiation threshold, causing only a short-length526

UL occurs on the structure.527

Figure 8. The distribution of ����� in scenarios B and C. ����� indirectly represents528

the time interval from FUL initiation to final jump.529

5 Conclusions530

Focusing more on the behavior of downward and upward leaders, this paper discussed531



whether the SUL is initiated after FUL appears on a single structure. Here, a 3-D532

fine-resolution lightning attachment model with MULs (LAMM) is established based533

on the existing stochastic discharge parameterization scheme for research. In order to534

simulate the CG flash in a larger 3-D domain without sacrificing resolution as much535

as possible, the GPU parallel computing technology has been used to speed up536

iterative tasks. The model can reproduce one or more ULs initiating from one or more537

structures with any size. And the successful simulation of diverse lightning structures538

and tortuous development of leaders, which resemble actual electrical discharges, lend539

credence to the LAMM has certain advantages in researching the influence of leader540

spatial behaviors on the lightning attachment process.541

We used the LAMM with grid spacing of 5m to simulate 300 CG flash events in a542

domain of 1000m×1000m×1500m. The simulation results of lightning terminating543

on a 300m-height structure were divided into the following four scenarios: A, FUL544

and SUL initiate almost simultaneously; B, SUL is triggered much later than FUL; C,545

a single UL with short length occurs on the structure; D, the structure launches only546

one long-length UL. Our qualitative analysis in each scenario suggests the significant547

influence of the spatial behavior of the positive and negative leaders on the ambient548

electric field and further effect the inception of SUL. From this, each simulated549

discharge process was divided into two stages according to whether the FUL initiated550

and the following four relevant factors were proposed. ����� is the difference in the551

average weighted distance between DL to the top corners with the fastest and the552

second fastest increasing electric field in the first stage. In the second stage, we553

proposed three other factors. ��� reflects the distance between the lightning overall554

channel to the structure and ���� is defined by the length and propagation of FUL.555

They are used to characterize the impact of DL and UL, respectively. In addition,556

����� represents the time interval from FUL initiation to final jump. With these four557

factors, we explained why the above four scenarios happen. The details are as follows.558



The ����� in the flash events with MULs (Scenarios A and B) is smaller than ����� in559

the flash events with only one UL (Scenarios C and D). And this factor alone can560

distinguish between some cases with MULs and some cases with one UL. If ����� ≤561

0.8�, SUL can occur on the structure soon or later (some cases of scenarios A and B),562

because it only needs a small positive electric field produced by DL after FUL occurs.563

If ����� ≥ 4�, the structure can launch only one UL (some cases of scenarios C and564

D), because the UL initiation threshold can not be reached again before the final jump565

takes place under the influence of FUL. Note that even if the critical values should be566

updated according to different simulation conditions, ����� is always one of the567

important factors affecting SUL inception. Since the four scenarios may occur when568

0.8m < ����� < 4 , we added three more factors to discuss the second stage. After569

FUL is triggered, if there is a large ��� value and a small ���� value, SUL can570

initiate after FUL extend a few steps (Scenario A). While a small value of ��� and a571

large value of ���� result in only a long-length UL appearing on the structure,572

because DL only produce a small positive electric field at top corners and there is a573

great reverse electric field produced by FUL (Scenario D). But in scenarios B and C,574

the factors of ��� and ���� are similar, and the different in ����� is not sufficient to575

identify the two scenarios well. Due to the electric fields at some top corners can576

finally show an increasing trend as DL approaches in both scenarios B and C, we577

believe the ����� is critical. If the final jump occurs slowly (a large �����), the electric578

fields at corners have enough time to increase to the UL initiation threshold, thereby579

the SUL can appear (Scenario B). If final jump occurs too fast (a small �����), it is too580

late to generate SUL resulting in only a short-length UL initiating (Scenario C).581

To a certain extent, this study explains the reasons for the emergence of MULs, which582

is conducive to deepen the understanding of the CG lightning process. However, the583

inception of MULs is also caused by many other factors. Limited by the584



parameterization scheme, we cannot analyze micro discharge process and the charge585

structure in thunderstorm clouds. And the effect of other factors such as586

structure-height and lightning intensity are not discussed in this paper, which is a587

target for our future work.588
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